BANQ TO WRITE A NEW CODE

We need to make improvements to help create a more reliable, accurate BRL transcription system that meets needs and is easier to read. Write BRL into digital.
MEET 1 TO 2 HOURS BY 1, 2, OR 3 PER DAY OR MORE OR LESS. AUTOMATIC FOLDER OR AUTO- "A" OR "B". ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR "A" OR "B". VISIT WWW.BRAILLEALIBRARY.ORG.

THE NATIONAL LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND ASSURANCE TO LITERACY: TACTILE AIDS AND DESIGN (BRAILLE AND TACTILE GRAPHICS) BANA PROMOTES AND FACILITATES USE OF BRAILLE AND TACTILE AIDS AND GRAPHICS. BANA PUBLISHES RULES, DIRECTIVES, TACTILES TO IMPROVE BRAILLE CODES AND OTHER CODES OR TO DEVELOP FUTURE COLLABORATION OR TRIES US. BRAILLE EXERCISES FUNCTION AND AID TO READ AND WRITE. BRAILLE DECISIONS FOR EXISTING OR FUTURE TACTILES AND BRaille USES IN CLASSES AND BRaille ACCESSIBILITY.
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